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Abstract—Design of context-aware application frameworks to 
develop mobile patient monitoring systems using wireless sensors 
(MPMS) is an emerging in the biomedical informatics domain. 
However, literature about this topic remains fragmented. In fact, 
there are no categories in the literature to characterize these 
frameworks. In addition, there are no success factors to identify 
lacks and gaps in their design. To address these gaps, this paper 
is a survey of the context-aware frameworks in the biomedical 
informatics domain to identify the categories that can be used to 
gain an intensive and extensive understanding of previous 
studies. Then, use these categories to identify the Factors of 
Successful Context-aware Application Frameworks (FSCAF), 
which are a set of designs and domain requirements that must be 
satisfied to design context-aware frameworks to develop MPMS. 
The results are expected to help researchers identify lacks and 
gaps in the literature to design enhanced context-aware 
frameworks to develop MPMS. 
Keywords- application frameworks design, context awareness 
computing, mobile patient monitoring systems, wireless sensors, 
success factors, biomedical informatics domain 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The emergence of mobile devices and wireless sensor 
technologies have inspired researchers to study the potential of 
adopting these technologies to develop Mobile Patient 
Monitoring Systems using wireless sensors (MPMS) to satisfy 
the need for personal lifetime health monitoring systems [12, 
13]. These systems play a key role in monitoring patient 
response to any medication [14] and protecting from chronic 
disease complications. Ideally, MPMS continually perform 
repeatable tasks that are required for monitoring patients to 
help and complement the role of health care professionals 
outside the boundary of health care organizations [15]. This has 
introduced the need to identify patient contexts while a patient 
is being monitored, including the physical activities (e.g. 
sleeping or running), and the surrounding environment (e.g. 
room temperature). Consequently, this need has become as a 
new challenge to MPMS [8]. In fact, developing such systems 
is very complex [6, 16-18]. However, to overcome this 
problem, software frameworks were introduced as an ideal 
reuse technique to reduce the development complexity through 
designing context-aware frameworks to develop MPMS [2, 
10]. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: 
Section II is an introduction of the benefits of using context 
awareness in MPMS. Section III is an elaboration on the need 
of context-aware frameworks to develop MPMS. The proposed 
research framework to satisfy the objectives of this paper is 
introduced in Section IV. Section V is a presentation of the 
categories that are used to comprehend the designed context-
aware frameworks. The success factors to design context-aware 
frameworks are then debated in Section VI. Finally, Section 
VII is a conclusion and brief discussion of future work. 
II. CONTEXT-AWARE PATIENT MONITORING SYSTEMS 
Patient context can be defined as any information that can 
be used to characterize a patient medical situation such as high 
blood pressure (BP). This definition is based on Dey, Abowd, 
and Salber’s [19] general definition of context. The context 
information in the patient context definition can include patient 
vital signs (e.g. body temperature), medical symptoms (e.g. 
dizziness), risk factors (e.g. cholesterol level), prescribed 
medications, physical activities (e.g. sleeping), and surrounding 
environment (e.g. room temperature). Nevertheless, it was 
found that characterizing the medical situation of a patient, 
such as high BP, depends on patient contextual information 
such as the vital signs (e.g. BP) and the physical activities (e.g. 
running) [8]. For example, normal reading of BP during 
sleeping is less than during running [20, 21]. Therefore, 
identifying patient context based on context information 
enables effective characterization of the medical situation, 
hence, allowing patient monitoring systems to adapt to changes 
in a patient’s medical situation. An example of such adaptation 
is to trigger an alarm or contact health care professionals once a 
critical medical situation is detected [2, 8, 20, 21]. However, 
despite the benefits of identifying the patient context, 
developing context-aware MPMS are very complex [6, 16-18]. 
III. CONTEXT-AWARE FRAMEWORKS 
A software framework is an ideal reuse technique that 
represents the core of software engineering reuse techniques 
[22, 23]. It is one of the most suitable solutions to simplify 
application development and overcome their development 
complexity [10]. In fact, software frameworks benefit 
application development and enhancement of overall software 
development quality [24]. For example, using software 
Figure 1.  Research framework 
frameworks reduces development time [25], efforts [26], and 
cost [27]. In addition, using frameworks decreases line-of-code 
[25], increases developer productivity [28], and reduces 
maintenance efforts [29]. However, software frameworks can 
be classified based on their scope into infrastructure 
frameworks, middleware integration frameworks, and 
enterprise application frameworks [30]. The infrastructure 
frameworks can be used to develop system infrastructure such 
as operating systems, hardware platforms [31], and 
communication frameworks [32]. The middleware integration 
frameworks can be used to develop distributed systems such as 
message-oriented middleware, and transactional databases 
[30]. The enterprise application frameworks (or application 
frameworks for short) can be used to develop applications 
directly. Aside from this, they address the business activities in 
a family of related applications in a specific domain [30]. For 
example, context-aware application frameworks can be used 
specifically in biomedical informatics to develop a family of 
MPMS. The MPMS can include monitoring patients with 
cardiovascular diseases [33], monitoring elder vital signs [34], 
or monitoring patients with diabetes [35]. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that using context-aware 
frameworks can enhance the overall development quality and 
overcome the development complexity of MPMS. However, 
previous studies that designed this type of frameworks remain 
fragmented: first, there is no study identified any categories 
that can be used to characterize and compare among these 
designed frameworks; second, there is no study identified the 
Factors of Successful Context-aware Application Frameworks 
(FSCAF). These factors are a set of designs and domain 
requirements that must be satisfied to design context-aware 
frameworks to develop MPMS. Therefore, there is a need to 
identify the categories that can be used to characterize the 
literature to help researchers gain an intensive and extensive 
understanding of the literature. In addition, there is a need to 
identify the FSCAF that can be used to judge previous studies 
to help researchers identify lacks and gaps in the literature. 
Achieving these two objectives is considered a worthwhile 
effort and beneficial to help researchers design enhanced 
context-aware frameworks to develop MPMS. 
IV. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK 
To achieve the objectives of this paper, two research 
processes were conducted: review of literature and identify the 
FSCAF as shown in Fig. 1. The following subsections are a 
discussion of the steps and methods used in these two research 
processes.  
A. Review of Literature Process 
This process is intended to review the literature using two 
steps: searching literature, then analyzing literature content. 
The objective of the first step is to collect scholarly articles 
related to this research and document them. To achieve this 
objective, this research used the literature search method that 
was introduced in [36]. The objective of the second step is to 
identify categories that can be used to characterize previous 
studies to comprehend the literature. These categories are the 
primary outcome of this process. To achieve this objective, the 
inductive approach to content analysis was used. This approach 
was  presented in [37]. 
B. Identify Success Factors Process 
The objective of this process is to identify the FSCAF. To 
achieve this objective, a selection and comparison technique 
was proposed and used to compare the related studies based on 
the identified categories that resulted from the previous process 
(review of literature process). 
V. CATEGORIES OF CONTEXT-AWARE FRAMEWORKS 
This section is a summary description of previous studies 
that adopted context awareness computing to design software 
frameworks in the biomedical informatics domain. In addition, 
it is a presentation of the categories used to characterize these 
studies, which were generated by following the first research 
process in the research framework as is shown in Fig. 1. These 
resulting categories are shown in Table I. They are used to gain 
an intensive and extensive description of previous studies that 
adopted context awareness computing to design software 
frameworks in biomedical informatics. For this purpose, 10 
studies were classified and analyzed into three generic 
categories based on the second and third columns in Table I. 
As shown in Table I, the first generic category is the types 
of context information. This category is subcategorized further 
into: (1) measurable medical context; (2) nonmeasurable 
medical context; (3) risk factors medical context; (4) prescribed 
medications medical context; (5) physical activities context; (6) 
environmental context. The second generic category is the 
sources of context information. This category is subcategorized 
further into: (1) wireless body sensors; (2) wireless 
environmental sensors; (3) mobile graphical user interface; (4) 
patient profile; (5) patient profile hosted on the patient mobile 
device. The last generic category is the reasoning approaches. 
This category is subcategorized further into First-Order Logic 
(FOL) reasoning. 
VI. FACTORS OF SUCCESSFUL CONTEXT-AWARE 
FRAMEWORKS 
This section is a discussion of the identified FSCAF. To 
achieve this, a comparison and selection technique was 
proposed and used. This technique uses the identified 
categories, which are shown in Table I, as an input to compare 
among their subcategories to select FSCAF. To identify the 
comparison criteria to be used in this technique, a pragmatic 
research approach was applied [38]. Accordingly, the selected 
comparison criteria focus on supporting context-aware MPMS 
for elders and patients with chronic disease as the primary 
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TABLE II. FSCAF TO DESIGN CONTEXT-AWARE APPLICATION 
FRAMEWORKS TO DEVELOP MPMS 
Categories FSCAF 
Types of context 
information 
Measurable medical context 
Nonmeasurable medical context 
Risk factors medical context 
Prescribed medications medical context 
Physical activities context 
Environmental context 
Sources of context 
information 
Wireless body sensors 
Wireless environmental sensors 
Mobile graphical user interface 
Patient profile 
Patient profile hosted on the patient’s mobile device 
Context reasoning 
approaches First-order logic 
 
stakeholders. Aside from this, these criteria focus on any 
comparison criterion that is related to enhancing the overall 
design of context-aware application frameworks to facilitate 
the development of MPMS.  
However, two procedures were introduced to be used in this 
technique. The first procedure is performed in case there are 
alternatives (subcategories in Table I) and only one must be 
selected. This procedure is conducted based on three steps. 
First, these alternatives are compared and weighted in terms of 
their support to a set of comparison criteria. Second, the 
alternatives that have zero weights are eliminated. Third, the 
alternative that has the highest weight is selected. 
Alternatively, the second procedure is performed in case there 
are different choices (subcategories in Table I) that can be 
considered together such as the types of context information 
(generic category in Table I). This procedure is conducted 
based on a single step, which is a rationale selection of each 
choice. The results of applying the comparison and selection 
technique are illustrated in Table II that lists the selected 
FSCAF. However, all of these identified FSCAF were selected 
using the second procedure of the comparison and selection 
technique. Accordingly, the rationale for selecting each factor 
is discussed briefly in the following subsections. 
A. Types of Context Information 
In this research, there are six identified types of context 
information, as shown in Table I, that were used to characterize 
previous studies that designed context-aware software 
frameworks in the biomedical informatics domain. These types 
of context information can be considered together. According 
to [5], the more context information obtained, the higher the 
context reasoning accuracy achieved. Therefore, the second 
procedure of the comparison and selection technique was 
followed to select all these six types of context information as 
shown in Table II. Further justification for selecting each of 
these types is debated as follows. 
a) Measurable medical context information 
It mainly includes patient vital signs, which is adopted 
widely in the literature [2, 5, 8, 9, 20, 39]. Vital signs represent 
the signs of life [40], defined in [41] as “body’s physiological 
status and provide information critical to evaluating 
homeostatic balance.” There are five standard vital signs that 
must be measured and continually monitored. These are: body 
temperature, respiration rate, heart rate (HR), BP, and 
electrocardiogram (ECG) [42]. The interpretation of their 
values, whether they are normal or not, depends on other types 
of medical context such as risk factors context information and 
prescribed medications context information. 
b) Nonmeasurable medical context information 
It involves medical symptoms that are difficult to be 
measured (e.g., dizziness or vomiting) by sensors [14]. Thus, it 
is rarely adopted in the literature. This context information 
complements the measurable medical context. For example, 
monitoring hypertension requires monitoring nonmeasurable 
medical contexts such as headache and constipation. 
Monitoring these nonmeasurable medical symptoms 
complements monitoring measurable medical context, which 
includes vital signs such as BP and HR [14]. 
c) Risk factors context information 
It also is known as a health risk that is defined by the World 
Health Organization (WHO) [43] as “a factor that raises the 
probability of adverse health outcomes.” These factors are 
adopted in the literature to represent the personal health 
information that changes infrequently [5, 9, 44]. These factors 
are countless, and each disease has a number of associated risk 
factors. For instance, there are eight risk factors associated with 
hypertension: alcohol, tobacco, BP, lack of physical activity, 
cholesterol level, blood-glucose level, fruit and vegetable 
intake, and obesity. These risk factors are jointly responsible 
for more than 75% of deaths of hypertensive people [43]. 
Furthermore, they affect the normal readings of vital signs [8]. 
For example, alcohol consumption affects the normal BP 
reading. Similarly, smoking affects the normal cholesterol level 
[43]. 
d) Prescribed medications context information 
It provides information about the current prescribed 
medications for a patient [8, 14]. However, it is rarely adopted 
in the literature. It has effects on the normal patient vital signs 
[8, 14]. Therefore, health care professionals assess the effects 
of prescribed medications on a patient to evaluate the patient 
response to the treatment [14]. For example, health care 
professional can manage hypertension by prescribing a 
medication, such as a calcium-channel blocker, with suitable 
frequency and dosage (such as 5 mg every morning). Then, the 
professional can monitor the effects of such prescribed 
medications on a patient’s BP to assess the patient response to 
treatment, and takes the appropriate medical decisions [14]. 
e) Physical activities context information 
It is a representation of the patient current physical 
activities such as walking, running, or sleeping. It was adopted 
in several studies [7, 8, 20, 21]. In fact, physical activities have 
direct effects on the normal vital signs. For example, normal 
HR while running is higher than while walking [7]. Similarly, 
normal BP during sleeping is less than during eating [20, 21]. 
f) Environmental context information 
It includes information about the surrounding environment 
affecting patient medical state such as temperature, light, 
humidity, and noise. It also is adopted widely in the literature 
[2, 8, 20, 45]. The environmental context contributes to disease 
monitoring; for example, patients with Amyotrophic Lateral 
Sclerosis (ALS), which is “a disease of the nerve cells in the 
brain and spinal cord that control voluntary muscle movement” 
[46], can benefit from monitoring floor humidity to protect 
them from falling [20]. In addition, the environmental context 
affects vital signs. For instance, room temperature affects 
heartbeat, which in turns affects BP [20]. 
B. Sources of Context Information 
In this research, there are four sources of context 
information, as shown in Table I, that were used to characterize 
the designed context-aware software frameworks in the 
biomedical informatics domain. These sources of context 
information can be considered together. Therefore, the second 
procedure of the comparison and selection technique was 
followed to select all of these four sources of context 
information as shown in Table II. Further justification for 
selecting each of these sources of context information, as well 
as the types of context information that can be obtained from 
these sources is debated as follows. 
 
a) Wireless body sensors context source 
Wireless body sensors were used as a primary data source 
for measurable medical context information. In fact, they were 
used in most previous studies that adopted this type of context 
information [2, 8, 9, 39]. Additionally, they also were used as a 
main data source for physical activities context in a large 
number of studies that have adopted this type of context [7, 20, 
21].  
b) Wireless environmental sensors context source 
Wireless environmental sensors were used as a primary 
data source for the environmental context. Indeed, they were 
used in most previous studies that adopted this type of context 
information [2, 8, 20, 45]. They also played a primary role in 
supporting context-aware MPMS by providing context 
information that can be measured continuously during the 
patients’ normal daily lives [47].  
c) Mobile graphical user interface context source 
Mobile graphical user interface supports obtaining data 
directly from patients through manual answering of yes/no 
questions. However, it was rarely adopted in the literature [14]. 
It was also the main data source for obtaining the 
nonmeasurable medical context. Moreover, it played a primary 
role in supporting context-aware MPMS with dynamic context 
information that neither can be measured by wireless sensors 
nor retrieved from the mobile patient profile [14]. 
d) Patient profile context source 
Patient profile was used as a main data source for obtaining 
risk factors and the prescribed medication context. It also is 
adopted widely in biomedical informatics studies [5, 9, 39, 44]. 
Using this data source contributes to the accuracy of context-
aware MPMS [48]. Moreover, it played a key role in 
personalizing and optimizing the patient monitoring process 
[9]. For example, alcohol consumption is one of the risk factors 
associated with hypertension [43], and it can be obtained from 
this data source. In fact, alcohol consumption affects BP; thus, 
it has to be considered when monitoring a patient with 
hypertension [43]. However, if a patient does not consume 
alcohol, then the patient monitoring process has to be 
personalized by ignoring this factor to optimize the monitoring 
process. 
C. Patient profile hosted on the patient’s mobile device 
This factor added a constraint on the patient profile factor. 
It insists that the patient's profile should be hosted on the 
patient's mobile device [48]. Hence, the second procedure of 
the comparison and selection technique was followed for 
selecting this factor. Using a patient profile hosted on the 
patient's mobile device can contribute significantly to the 
design of context-aware frameworks to develop MPMS. For 
example, it supports the privacy protection of the patient's 
contextual data [49]. Furthermore, it is adequate to avoid the 
continuous network communication costs required to transmit 
and receive data to and from a backend server [3, 4, 7, 14, 49]. 
Aside from this, it avoids wireless network interruptions. 
Moreover, a mobile patient profile can support context 
awareness and adaptation through direct detection of context 
changes [49]. Additionally, it supports real-time continuous 
patient monitoring [3], anywhere and anytime [39]. 
D. First-Order Logic as Context Reasoning Approach 
The objective of context reasoning approaches is to detect 
the change in high-level context based on low-level context 
information [9, 17]. However, First-Order Logic (FOL) is one 
of the suitable solutions to represent context information and 
reasoning over the limited resources of mobile devices [2, 6, 9, 
49]. Among the reasoning algorithms of FOL is the resolution-
based algorithm, which requires converting each FOL sentence 
into Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) sentence [50]. 
According to [50], CNF sentence is “a conjunction of clauses, 
where each clause is a disjunction of literals.” In the context of 
this research, one or more context-aware monitoring queries 
are required to detect the change in patient medical situations 
(e.g. change from normal to high BP as high-level context 
information). Each query consists of one or more query 
elements that represent low-level context information (e.g. risk 
factor context such as obesity and physical activity context 
such as running). To facilitate processing such complex 
queries, they have to be normalized [51]. One of the practical 
approaches to normalize a query is CNF since it typically 
includes more logical ‘AND’ [51]. CNF is used for each query 
to represent a conjunction of the query elements. For instance, 
while the high BP query is false, the patient context situation is 
considered normal. However, once all of the query elements in 
this query become true, then a change in a patient’s context 
situation from normal to high BP can be detected. Using CNF 
in context-aware monitoring queries was introduced in [49]. 
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper is a discussion of ongoing research about 
designing a context-aware framework to develop MPMS. It 
begins with an introduction of MPMS, highlighting the benefits 
of using context awareness computing in MPMS, and 
presenting the need for context-aware frameworks to develop 
MPMS. It also includes the research framework that was used 
to satisfy the main objectives of this article. An overview of 
previous studies with frameworks designed in the biomedical 
informatics domain is presented. The analysis of these studies 
to identify the FSCAF is demonstrated. To this end, the results 
of this paper are twofold. First, a set of categories was 
produced to be used to gain an intensive and extensive 
understanding of the current designed context-aware 
frameworks in the biomedical informatics domain. Second, the 
FSCAF were extracted to be used to identify the lacks and gaps 
in previous studies. In the future, the researchers will attempt to 
use resulted FSCAF to identify the current state of the existing 
context-aware application frameworks to develop MPMS to 
propose an enhanced design. 
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